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ABSTRACT
A digital look-up table adaptive predistortion technique using a six-port receiver for power amplifier linearization is
presented. The system is designed in Ka-band for a DVB-S2 satellite link. We use a six-port receiver at the linearization
loop in place of classic heterodyne receivers. The six-port receiver is implemented by the use of passive microwave
circuits and detector diodes. This approach highly reduces cost and complexity of the linearization system. The
fabrication results of a five-port receiver operating in 23–29 GHz is presented in this paper. The simulation results
confirm suitability of using this architecture in the power amplifier linearization loop. The third order intermodulation
products and the fifth order intermodulation products reduce about 43 dB and 25 dB respectively, after linearization of
the power amplifier. The resulting spectrum of the output signal shows significant reduction of the intra-system
interference to the adjacent networks which is mainly due to the nonlinearity effects of the power amplifier.
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1- INTRODUCTION
The linearization of Power Amplifier (PA) is a critical
issue in digital wireless communications. Nonlinearity in
PA causes adjacent channel interference and
intermodulation
distortion.
Several
linearization
techniques for PAs have been suggested to prevent or
compensate these impairments in transmitter side. Digital
Predistortion (DPD) is a promising, useful, and costeffective technique for achieving linearity improvement
in PAs to date [1-10].
In a DPD system, the digital signal is processed by a
predistorter before it is converted to analog, upconverted, and amplified [9]. The DPD technique
requires both reference signal which consists of
modulated symbols and feedback signal which consists of
down-converted symbols from PA output. Using these
signals, the DPD can be typically achieved by look-up
table (LUT) algorithm. Among the DPD linearization
techniques, the LUT-based DPD has been widely used
because it is relatively simple and easily implemented to
build the inverse function of PAs [3], [5], [10].
The receiver in the feedback path is conventionally
realized using the super heterodyne technique [5], [6].
The use of this method in the predistortion loop clearly
results in higher cost, larger size and more power
consumption. On the other hand, the six-port receivers
perform efficiently in communication systems [11-17].
The realization of the receiver using six-port technique
results in a more suitable choice in the predistortion
system. This is a new approach presented in [18]. This
paper considers the use of a six-port receiver in the
predistortion linearization loop.
With the focus on the satellite communications
application in ka-band, we use the DVB-S2 [19] signal as
input signal to the DPD system [7], [20]. Also, RCS+M
[21], [22] supports using Continuous Carrier with DVBS2 in the return link [23].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section Two provides an introduction to the DPD
technique based on LUT. Section Three discusses six-port
(five-port) receiver. We will design a typical PA and a
five-port receiver for Ka-band application and evaluate
the predistortion system via simulation in section Four.
The results of the fabricated five-port are presented in this
section. Section Five concludes the paper.
2- DIGITAL PREDISTORTION
The block diagram of a DPD system is shown in Fig. 1
(the dashed lines in Fig. 1 indicate that an address is
generated based on the incoming signal). As may be seen,
a DPD system is implemented in the baseband by
adaptively forcing the PA to behave as a linear device.
Blocks named “gain calculation” and “coefficient error
calculation and convergence control” implement the
adaptation algorithm. The function of the adaptation
algorithm is to derive the predistortion function, F. The
adaptation algorithm is based upon the determination of
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the open loop gain, H, of the predistorter and amplifier
combination at the power level associated with each LUT
entry. The desired linear response of the predistorter and
amplifier cascade requires that F (| Vi | )G (| V p | )  k (G
is the PA function and k is the desired linear gain) for all
inputs. Hence, if Glin (which is calculated by the gain
calculation block) is set to be equal to k, the desired open
loop gain of the system is unity. If the calculated open
loop gain is not equal to unity, the predistortion function
must be adjusted in order to drive the open loop towards
unity. This can be achieved as illustrated in the following
manner in Fig. 2.
The predistortion function is defined by a set of
coefficients stored in the LUT, Ln, where each n
corresponds to an input signal magnitude which is
mapped to an LUT address. In order to reach to the open
loop gain to unity, the predistortion function coefficients
are updated by dividing each coefficient by Glin.
The predistortion function may be derived using either
a modulated signal input (random signal) or a known
training signal input. The complexity of the adaptation
algorithm and its implementation can be significantly
simplified, however, by using the training signal. The
training signal is a tone having an increasing magnitude,
i.e., ramp.
The accuracy of estimating delay in the feedback path
affects the accuracy of determining the open loop gain.
The input signal must be delayed precisely by an amount
equal to the delay in the feedback path. The delay in the
feedback path is estimated by calculating the correlation
between the magnitude of the input signal and the
magnitude of the feedback signal. The correlation
between the input and feedback signal is performed on a
modulated signal because the gain compression of the
amplifier makes the accuracy of the correlation over the
training signal suspect. In addition, because the envelope
of the modulated signal will typically have a PDF such
that it spends much of its time within the linear operating
region of the amplifier, correlation using the modulated
signal becomes more reliable. However, because the
modulated signal is stochastic, the statistics of the
modulated signal, as well as the size of the data block
over which the correlation operation is performed will
impact the accuracy of the delay estimation. In general,
the accuracy of the estimation improves as the block sizes
increases. Unfortunately, a larger block size requires
more memory and takes longer to perform the estimate.
The process of down-conversion and demodulation in
the feedback path is realized by using a six-port structure.
3- SIX-PORT STRUCTURE
As shown in Fig. 1 a receiver is required in the
feedback path in a predistortion linearization system. To
this purpose, the six-port (five-port) receiver is introduced
in this section. Using this kind of receiver in the feedback
path of the predistorter structure results in lower costs and
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calculated I is used in determining Q or vice versa. For
example, if we calculate P6 from (3) and substitute it into

Lj

(2), Q would be determined. It means port 6 has been
removed. Demodulation equations in this case are
(4)
I  C ( P5  P3 )

×

LUT

L0j

Demodulator
and
Down-converter
(Six-port)

ADC

1/H´j

Q  2C ( P4  [ P5  I / 2C ])

(5)

This method has the advantage of reducing the number
of power detectors and ADCs, thereby reducing costs.
The functional block diagram of a five-port structure is
shown in Fig. 3.

Convergence
Control

1/Hj

Lnj

4- SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Fig. 2. Calculation of new predistortion function.

less complexity [11].
A six-port receiver consists of two inputs and 4
outputs. In direct-conversion receiver applications, the RF
and LO signals are applied to two input ports as two
complex signals. The passive six-port structure produces
4 combinations of RF and LO signals and injects them to
4 power detectors. I and Q components (of the RF signal)
can be extracted after some simple operations on the 4
resulted output powers [16]. For symmetrical structures,
the relation between I and Q and output powers can be
written as follows:
(1)
I  C ( P5  P3 )
Q  C ( P4  P6 )

(2)

I  Q  2C ( P4  P3 )  2C ( P5  P6 )

(3)

To evaluate the performance of the DPD system, we
have designed a typical PA in the ka-band. After some
specific amount of attenuation, the output of PA is downconverted and demodulated by a five-port receiver. The
predistortion function is produced with DSP blocks.
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Fig. 3. Functional block diagram of five-port structure.

where C is a frequency dependent parameter.
A five-port receiver results from removing one port
from a six-port receiver. In the five-port structure, the
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A- POWER AMPLIFIER LAYOUT IN KABAND

AM-to-AM
0.4
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Magnitude

millimeter wave HEMT to design the PA [24], [25].
The PA operates at deep Class AB. We planned the input
and output distributed microstrip matching networks on
10 mil RO3003 substrate with εr=3. The resulting
schematic of the PA is shown in Fig. 4. The power
performance of the PA was determined by harmonic
balance nonlinear analysis (as depicted in Fig. 5).
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suggest that the designed Ka-band PA is suitable for
ground terminal in order to close a return link As the
predistortion correction is done on amplitude and phase,
we have plotted AM-to-AM and AM-to-PM
characteristics of the PA in Fig. 7
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Fig. 4. Ka-band power amplifier

PAE at 27.5 GHz and 20 dBm Pavs. Output power and
efficiency as functions of frequency at a given input
power can be seen in Fig. 6. These simulation results
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Fig. 8. Five-port architecture layout.

Fig. 9. Photograph of Five-port receiver.

B- FIVE-PORT IN KA-BAND
A five-port receiver was designed and fabricated to be
used in the feedback path of the predistortion system.
This receiver operates in 23-29 GHz. Its microstrip circuit
consists of extreme broadband components: a Wilkinson
power divider and three quadrature hybrids (Fig. 8).
Fig. 9 shows the photograph of the fabricated five-port
structure [16]. This circuit was fabricated on 10 mil
RO3003 substrate with εr=3 (the same substrate as used
for the matching networks). The accuracy of the
transmission lines is ±50 μm. This uncertainly results in
some changes in the S-parameters. Therefore, there
would be imbalance in transmission magnitude and
phase. The intrinsic need for calibration of multi-port
receivers removes these imbalances. Fig. 10a shows the
Vol. 45, No. 1, spring 2013

measured S-parameters of the fabricated five-port. Due to
microstrip loss, transmission is found to be about -10 dB.
Isolation better than 20 dB in the whole frequency band
and -40 dB in the center frequency accomplished. Fig.
10b shows the absolute measured phase shift from the
input ports to port 3 and port 4. The aimed 90 phase
difference between RF signals at port 3 and port 4
achieved and LO signal had same phase shift at output
ports.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. (a) Measured S-parameters of the Five-port , (b)
Absolute measured phase shift from the input ports to the
ports 3 and 4

C- DIGITAL PREDISTORTION SIMULATION
The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the simulation
platform of the DPD system. The platform implemented
using ADS software and analyzed with co-simulation of
Data Flow controller and circuit-envelope simulator.
Although significant improvement in the ACPR of the
amplifier should be observed even after a single training
ramp, yet simulations have shown that the predistortion
function can converge to a solution after only six training
ramps. The LUT is implemented using the LUT_RAM
and the number of entries in the LUT is taken as 256. The
final magnitude and phase LUT entries have been shown

in Fig. 11. The magnitude and phase plotted in this figure
are associated with the inverse of AM-AM and AM-PM
characteristics of the PA.
Fig. 12 shows the delay calculation between input
signal and feedback signal. The rising portion of the
ramp is used by the adaptation algorithm in the
calculation of the predistortion function. With the precise
delay of the input signal, the input signal and the
feedback signal have been synchronized.
Input signal (DVBS2 with QPSK ¾ modulation and
coding rate, respectively) and the PA output signal are
plotted in Fig. 13. The output signal is similar to the
linear amplified version of the input signal with little
distortion. The spectrum of the output with and without
predistortion is shown in Fid. 14. The third order
intermodulation products reduce about 43 dB and the fifth
order intermodulation products reduce about 25 dB after
DPD of the PA. The resulting spectrum of the output
signal shows significant reduction of the intra-system
interference to the adjacent networks which is mainly due
to the nonlinearity effects of the PA.
5- CONCLUSION
The use of a five-port receiver in a new DPD
linearization system for PAs was described. A digital
LUT-based adaptive predistortion system was used to
linearize nonlinear characteristics of a PA designed in
Ka-band. Using the five-port receiver in place of the
classic heterodyne receiver reduces cost and complexity
of implementation. The new proposed digital adaptive
predistortion configuration is easy to implement. The
results show a significant reduction in ACPR and an
improvement in linearity.
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Fig. 12. Delay between input signal and feedback signal.

Fig. 13. Time domain signals.
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Fig. 14. Spectrum of output signal with and without predistortion
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